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1: Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco DVD Release Date
March 8, Homeward Bound 2 By STEPHEN HOLDEN hen Chance, a pizza-loving bulldog from the suburbs of San
Francisco, has his heart broken by a streetwise city stray named Delilah, he voices his misery in words that any child
could understand. ``It's like getting a bath, missing dinner and going to the vet all rolled into one!''.

Next Uggie As the world mourns the loss of beloved Hollywood canine Uggie , we take a look at other
famous pooches who left their pawprints on our hearts. The talented pooch was put to sleep in August , at the
age of 13, due to a cancerous tumor and prostate illness. We were not planning on posting anything until we
healed a little more but unfortunately somebody leaked it to TMZ and they will be announcing it. In short,
Uggie had a cancerous tumor in the prostate and is now in a better place not feeling pain. The pair went viral
in the summer of , after a local Wisconsin photographer snapped this picture of their nightly therapy routine.
Letters, support and thousands of dollars poured in from around the world. Those treatments bought them one
more year together. Schoep passed away in July at the age of In addition to quiero-ing Taco Bell, the talented
Chihuahua enjoyed laying out in the sun and a restful retirement. So, when he was just two-and-a-half years
old, Moose was put on a plane and transported out to Los Angeles animal trainer, Mathilda DeCagny. Moose
proved such a natural at acting that he scored his breakthrough role on "Fraiser," just six months into his
training. His ability to fix Kelsey Grammar with a hard stare then made him a fan favorite. When it became
clear that the TV sitcom would have many seasons, Moose was bred to ensure a suitable replacement. His son
Enzo ultimately took over the role from him. The two also starred together in the film, "My Dog Skip," with
Enzo playing Skip in his younger years and Moose playing the older Skip. Though he suffered from both
dementia and deafness during the last year of his life, Moose ultimately died of natural causes in June In fact,
Pal was initially rejected for the title role in the original Lassie film, "Lassie Come Home," due to his gender.
He was taken on as a stunt dog instead, while a female Collie was hired for the main part. Pal, however,
reportedly impressed the filmmakers so much during production that they ended up releasing the female Collie
from her contract and using him instead. After "Lassie Come Home," Pal starred in six other MGM Lassie
films from the mids to the early s, as well as the two pilots for the "Lassie" television series filmed in For the
original film, Pal earned a salary more than twice as large as his co-star, Elizabeth Taylor. Pal died in June at
the age of 18, after suffering from deafness and blindness during the last year of his life. After Pal retired, five
of his male descendants played the iconic role of Lassie. His three-year-old son, Lassie Jr. He never returned
to the show, though. His son, Spook, took over the role instead. Like father like son. The Incredible Journey,"
holds a special place in the hearts of millennials. And its canine narrator, Chance voiced by Michael J. Fox ,
was one of the primary catalysts of its success. Despite being a Labrador Retriever in the novel, the role of
Chance in the film was played by an American Bulldog, named Rattler. Walt Disney Pictures Oogy Oogy, the
disfigured former bait dog made famous by a appearance on "The Oprah Winfrey Show" and a consequent
bestselling book, died in March surrounded by his family. We covered Oogy with kisses. He kissed us back
That soldier, Lee Duncan, then nicknamed the pooch "Rinty" and trained him to perform silent film work. Rin
Tin Tin then went on to star in 27 Hollywood films. In fact, according to Hollywood legend, he even received
the most votes for Best Actor at the inaugural Academy Awards in Anxious to establish the new awards as a
serious honor, however, the Academy decided that a human had to win and gave the Oscar for Best Actor to
Emil Jannings instead. When he was cast in "Our Gang," makeup artists simply completed the circle with dye,
creating one of the most memorable canine looks in pop culture history. When Pal passed away in , his son
Pete took over the iconic role. He is no longer with us, but his trainer, Teresa Miller, told People Pets that he
enjoyed a long retirement full of "being lazy and drooly and hanging around the house. That rendered him the
perfect fit for a movie about a bad-tempered San Diego detective and his unorthodox drug-sniffing police dog.
Before his death, Rando enjoyed a long retirement with his family in Malibu.
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Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco is a American adventure comedy film and a sequel to the film Homeward
Bound: The Incredible www.enganchecubano.comed by David R. Ellis, the film features the three animals from the first
film, Shadow the Golden Retriever (voiced by Ralph Waite, replacing Don Ameche, who died in ), Sassy the Himalayan
cat (Sally Field), and Chance the American.

Fox decide to take a family trip to Canada. At the San Francisco International Airport , the animals escape
after Chance panics with mistaking airport workers as the workers at the pound "The Bad Place" as Chance
puts it , due to how some of his actions earlier angered Jamie, making Chance believe Jamie was so mad at
him he was going to send him back to the pound, and breaks free from his carrier. After eluding airport
authorities, the animals find themselves in the city of San Francisco, with home on the other side of the
Golden Gate Bridge. Annoyed, he refuses to let them past, but Shadow tries to tell them they are just trying to
get home. They do not listen and say they are going to eat Sassy. She hides on a window sill and Shadow and
Ashcan fight. They help them, saying that the city is not a place for pets. Shadow explains they are lost and
Riley points out that Chance is missing, who fled as the gang arrived. Riley calls his friend Delilah, a Kuvasz ,
to run after him. She finds him in a light alley and explains why she was chasing him. As the other members
of the gang are walking down the street, they see, what they call, the "Blood Red Van" and hide. Shadow asks
what it is for and Riley explains it takes dogs of the streets to a place called the lab. After it passes, Shadow
asks Riley if he can help him and Sassy find a golden bridge, which he remembers passing on the way there.
Riley explains that he could not because a bridge means cars, and cars means humans, and he does not trust
humans. So they thank him for his help and head off to look for the bridge themselves. Meanwhile, Delilah
and Chance are walking in the park. He explains why they are in the city, and when he asks her why Riley
does not like humans she explains that he was abandoned as a puppy and decided to make a home for other
stray dogs to protect them from all humans. Chance realizes he has fallen in love with Delilah and they head
out of the park. Later, while walking down a street, Pete and Ashcan notice Shadow and Sassy walking down
it too. They plan to jump at them but miss their chance. Round the corner, Shadow sees a house on fire and
remembers it holds that little boy named Tucker and his cat they met earlier before Chance scared him back
inside. Sassy goes in after him and looks for the kitten. Shadow comes out a few moments later with Tucker
right behind him, then Sassy appears with the kitten. Tucker thanks them and they continue on. As they cross
the street, Riley and his gang tell them that they did a great job rescuing the boy and kitten and say they can
stay with him until they find Chance. Riley tries to explain that they are different, but they will not listen and
head outside. The next day, Chance sees a tire and begins to chew on it, but does not notice the "Blood Red
Van" driving through the gates. While all the other dogs are inside, Chance is captured and is about to be
driven to the lab. While driving off, the van is stopped by the gang, Chance and the other dogs are set free, and
Bando reverses it into the river after the dogs scare away the drivers. Delilah then explains to Chance that
Riley is right and they could not be together. He gets upset and runs off. By this time, Riley has told Shadow if
humans mean that much to him he will take them to the bridge. On their way home, before crossing the
bridge, they are ambushed by Ashcan and Pete, but Chance appears and fights them off. They cross the bridge
and are found by their owners on a road after Chance is almost run over by a truck. They return home, but
Chance is still upset about Delilah, but then he sees her appear from around the corner and they are reunited.
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Not only do our three main characters have to get home, but they have to defeat a gang of city dogs, outwit two
dognappers who are trying to sell strays to the "The Lab", rescue a child from a burning building, and find true love on
top of it all!

Max Perlich Voices Chance Ralph Waite Sparky Michaels Al Michaels Lucky Lasorda Tommy Lasorda
Trixie Uecker Lost in San Francisco" should enjoy a respectable theatrical run before really hitting pay dirt as
a sell-through video release. The remake added a clever gimmick to the mix: Produced by Barry Jossen.
Co-producers, James Pentecost, Justis Greene. Directed by David R. This gimmick is preserved and expanded
in the equally entertaining sequel, as the three four-legged stars encounter several other canines who have their
own ways with words. Ralph Waite fills in for the late Don Ameche as the voice of Shadow, the retriever who
comes off as equal parts elder statesman and sage mentor. Fox and Field get all the funny lines, and they make
the most of them. But Waite provides just the right note of grizzled, avuncular wisdom. Screenwriters Chris
Hauty and Julie Hickson do a reasonably persuasive job of contriving another forced separation between the
animals and their human owners. Sassy and Shadow follow him off the runway and onto the highway, for
another incredible journey home. Once again, Chance and Sassy spend most of their time swapping insults
while Shadow serves as their referee. And, once again, the three house pets prove to be hardy adventurers on
the road. Last time, the animals had to cope with grizzly bears, mountain lions and other undomesticated
beasts. Fortunately, our heroes are aided by some plucky strays who befriend them. Riley, the street-smart
leader of the pack, is voiced by actor-comedian Sinbad. Carla Gugino provides the brassily self-assured voice
for Delilah, a flirt who falls for Chance. First-time feature helmer David R. Ellis, a veteran stunt coordinator
and second-unit director, keeps things moving briskly enough to engross even tykes with extremely short
attention spans. Better still, pic is funny enough to amuse adults who are willing to play along with it. Animal
coordinator Gary Gero does an impressive job of running his four-legged thespians through their
anthropomorphic paces. And the matching of animals with human voices is inspired, even in what might be
considered walk-on roles. One of the funniest segments has Al Michaels, Tommy Lasorda and Bob Uecker
providing play-by-play commentary as dogs watching their human masters in a Little League game. But, then
again, the animals get the most flattering camera angles, and all of the best dialogue. Tech values, including
cinematography by Jack Conroy, are adequate to the task at hand. Lost in San Francisco Production: Want to
read more articles like this one? Subscribe to Variety Today.
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Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey is a American adventure comedy film and a remake of the film The Incredible
Journey, which was based on the novel of the same name by Sheila Burnford. Directed by Duwayne Dunham, it was
released on February 3,

Fox , an immature and disobedient American Bulldog and the narrator of the film, explains that he is the pet of
Jamie Burnford Kevin Chevalia , but expresses no interest in his owner or being part of a family. Shortly after
the wedding, the family has to move to San Francisco because Bob must temporarily relocate there for his job.
They leave the pets at a ranch belonging to Kate Jean Smart , a family friend. Shadow and Sassy start missing
their owners immediately, but Chance sees it as an opportunity to explore and have fun. Later in the week,
Kate goes on a cattle drive , leaving the animals to be looked after by her neighbor Frank Gary Taylor.
However, Frank does not see her message and thinks that she has taken them along, leaving the animals alone.
Worried by the disappearance of their host, the animals fear they have been abandoned. Shadow, refusing to
believe that his boy would abandon him, resolves to make his way home. Not wanting to be left alone on the
ranch, Chance and Sassy decide to accompany Shadow on his journey. They head into the rocky, mountainous
wilderness of the Sierra Nevadas with Shadow leading by instinct. After a night spent in fear of the woodland
noises, the group stops to catch breakfast at a river. However, two black bear cubs bother Chance and a large
brown bear causes the group to flee. At another river, Sassy refuses to swim across to follow the dogs and
instead tries to via a wooden path further downstream; halfway across, the wood breaks and she falls into the
river. Shadow tries to save her, but she goes over a waterfall to her apparent death. Devastated, Shadow and
Chance go on without her. Unknown to them, Sassy survives and is later found on the riverbank by an old man
named Quentin William Edward Phipps , who nurses her back to health. Over the next two days, Shadow and
Chance try unsuccessfully to catch food and encounter a mountain lion, which chases them to the edge of a
cliff. Chance, assuming he is about to die, reveals his dark secrets to Shadow by telling him where he has
buried everything at home. When Chance mentions that the remote control is buried under the seesaw,
Shadow gets an idea to use a balanced rock shaped like a seesaw as a way to thwart the mountain lion. While
Shadow acts as bait, Chance pounces onto the end of the rock and sends the mountain lion over the cliff and
into a river. Sassy hears the dogs barking in celebration and follows the sound to rejoin them. The animals
continue on their way, but Chance tries to befriend a porcupine , ending up with a load of quills in his muzzle.
The animals then encounter a little girl named Molly Mariah Milner , who is lost in the woods. Too loyal to
ignore her, they stand guard over her and keep her warm during overnight. In the morning, Shadow finds a
rescue party and leads them back to the girl. They recognize the animals from a missing pets flyer and take
them to the local animal shelter , but Chance mistakes it for a dog pound and the trio panic. Together, they
retrieve Chance and escape the shelter, unaware that their owners are on their way to get them. Finally
reaching their hometown, the animals cross through a train yard, where Shadow falls into a muddy pit and
injures his leg. Demoralized, he tells Chance and Sassy to go on without him. Near dusk, Chance and Sassy
finally make it home and are happily reunited with their owners. Shadow initially fails to appear, but
eventually he limps into view and happily comes running home at the sight of Peter. The film ends with
Chance musing about how he truly feels "home" with his family, before happily running into the house at the
smell of food.
5: Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco (film) - D23
Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey (July and , August 1, 13 and , September 15, and 26, and December 8, ) The
Hunchback of Notre Dame Festival of Fun Parade (June 19, ).

6: Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey - Wikipedia
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Watch Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco Online Free: Shadow, Sassy and Chance are back! It's been three
years since their trek through the woods and over the mountains.

7: Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco â€“ Variety
This time Chance, an American bulldog; Shadow, a golden retriever; and Sassy, a nervous cat get lost in San Francisco.
As they try to make it back home, the trio must deal with an entirely new set of dangers and foes, including dognappers
who want to sell the trio to animal researchers.

8: Film review: Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco | Deseret News
The main idea of "Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey" is three pets, Shadow, a wise old golden retriever,
Chance, a goofy, fun-loving American bulldog puppy, and Sassy, a hilarious Himalayan cat who are left in the care of
their owners' friend that lives hundreds of miles away on a farm.

9: Homeward Bound II: Lost in San Francisco - Wikipedia
''^^Homeward Bound II Lost in San Francisco ~~"^Homeward Bound II Lost in San Francisco ' () ~~Â»* ~:W.A.T.C.H.
in.H.D.:Â»Â»[[[ www.enganchecubano.com
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